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This talk is a compilation based on the work
of many colleagues over many years. My
thanks and acknowledgements  to all of them
Why is Life on other Worlds
Interesting?
• The possibility of a second genesis of life:
⇒ comparative biochemistry
⇒ life is common in the universe (yeah!)
• Information about the early planetary
environment
• Relevant to the origin of life on Earth
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From the TES top 25 Science results:
Unweathered volcanic minerals (pyroxene, feldspar, and minor olivine)
dominate the spectral properties of martian dark regions. Conversely, no
evidence has been found for weathering products above the TES detection
limit. This lack of evidence for chemical weathering of the martian surface
indicates a geologic history dominated by a cold, dry climate in which
mechanical weathering was the dominant form of erosion.
Thermal
Emission
Spectrometer
indicates a dry
cold world.
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When Mars was wet it was cold
• Evidence of very low erosion:  
< 10-9 m/yr, compare to dry valleys 10-6 m/yr
• Sporadic distribution of valley features
• Unweathered basaltic surface minerals
• Climate modelers have difﬁculty getting
surface temperatures above 0oC.
• No massive surface carbonates detectable by
remote sensing.
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Snow-based hydrological cycle
Ice covered lake seasonal river
glacier
snow
evaporation
seasonal melting
T>0oC, P>6.1 mb
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Limits on long term dormancy
• kT: Thermal decay: ~e-ΔE/kT
racemization of amino acids
degradation of organic material
not important on Mars, -70oC
• eV: Radiation from crustal U,Th, K ~0.2rad/yr
lethal dose for Deinococcus radiodurans in 100 Myr
on Mars hundreds of lethal dose over 3.5 Gyr
• Its dead, Jim
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Phoenix launches in 2007
If we ﬁnd organic material
on Mars (or Europa) how
can we tell if it was ever
alive?
If its like us then easy, less interesting
If its alien then hard, but interesting
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Lehninger, Biochemistry, 1975 page 21
The building blocks of Earth life.
Could be different for alien life forms.
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Abiotic distributions are smooth
Biotic distributions are spiked
McKay 2004 PLoS Biol 2(9)1260-12623
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